Boss audio car radio

We use cookies and similar technologies to run this website and help us understand how you
use it. We purchase every product we review with our own funds â€” we never accept anything
from product manufacturers. One of the best budget options to upgrade your car's stereo
system and music playback in an affordable way. Packs a lot of surprising features in a small,
single din package. A good option for a basic infotainment upgrade. A unique car stereo and
fully-equipped infotainment system for older cars with a single din space for traditional factory
sound systems. The complete package for upgrading your vehicle's sound system with a Boss
receiver and dual two-way speakers. The best stereo and infotainment system upgrade package
that Boss has to offer. Comes with a remote control and backup camera. BestReviews wants to
be better. Please take our 3-minute survey, and give us feedback about your visit today.
BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing, and testing products to
recommend the best picks for most consumers. We only make money if you purchase a product
through our links, and all opinions about the products are our own. Read more. We buy all
products with our own funds, and we never accept free products from manufacturers. Bottom
Line. Best of the Best. Check Price. Best Bang for the Buck. How we decided We purchase
every product we review with our own funds â€” we never accept anything from product
manufacturers. Zero products received from manufacturers. Other Products We Considered.
The BestReviews editorial team researches hundreds of products based on consumer reviews,
brand quality, and value. We then choose a shorter list for in-depth research and testing before
finalizing our top picks. These are the products we considered that ultimately didn't make our
top 5. BVB Car Stereo. R 4 Channel Car Amplifier. PT 2 Channel Car Amplifier. CE 2 Channel Car
Amplifier. CH Car Speakers. Weatherproof Marine Gauge Receiver. The team that worked on this
review. Melinda Snowden. Take Survey. Our Top Picks. Shop Now. If you drive a car with a
featureless stereo system, you may feel compelled to toss it into the trash and get something
better. Pioneer , Kenwood and Alpine are some of the big names in aftermarket car audio. Full
Disclosure: Boss Audio Systems sent me this system to test out, offering to install the unit into
my car. I opted to do it myself. I purchased a wiring harness and a dash kit, then installed it into
my Smart Fortwo Passion Coupe off-road car. That makes it a solidly midrange unit but it packs
a high-end punch. Boss Audio Systems has somewhat of a controversial reputation in the car
community. Some see Boss as decent, others see them as a brand to avoid at all costs. I had a
similar opinion until I tried this audio system. While I have experience using a lot of car audio
systems, I have never installed one myself. To this day I have no idea what the brackets were
supposed to do, but the screws found use. The dash kit I purchased for the install did have
some instructions, but they assume the installer knows how to take apart the dash and remove
the old stereo. This may present a challenge for owners wanting to install a head unit
themselves. Thankfully, I happen to know how to take apart the dashboard of a Smart Fortwo.
Wiring the harness is perhaps the easiest part of the installation process. Wiring took only 10
minutes and installation took roughly 30 minutes. The time to install may vary between cars and
existing equipment. Aftermarket and factory head units alike commonly have cheap-feeling
buttons, screens with a plastic upper layer and overall clunky designs. This system sports a 6. It
matches so well that it looks like it came from the factory that way. Honestly, I think it looks
even better than the optional touch screen stereo that Smart did offer in these cars. Viewing
angles are really solid as well. The screen does not wash out when you view it from certain
angles like a unit with a cheaper display would. The polish put into this unit betrays its
midrange price tag. It feels like it should be more expensive. Unfortunately, the optional unit
from the factory does do one thing better than the BEWCPA; it has a physical volume knob.
This is a small complaint, but one I think is definitely worth noting. The user interface of a
touchscreen head unit can make or break the experience. OEMs like Honda will make sure the
touchscreen UIs are clean, cohesive and look like the unit actually belongs in a car. That can be
hard to find in an aftermarket head unit without spending a lot of money. It all reads very
Android-like. The interface is also remarkably snappy even at subzero temperatures. I am even
able to use the screen while wearing winter gloves! If I swiped my finger on a map, the picture
moved as smoothly and as quickly as the map would on a phone. It reminded me of Android 4.
That said, this is pretty common across both aftermarket and factory units. You can connect
your phone through Bluetooth and enjoy the features of either system if you choose. I tested
both and was pleased with how easy the setup was. It takes all of 30 seconds to pair your phone
to the stereo and get right into CarPlay or Android Auto. Android Auto and Apple CarPlay offer a
better, more updated user interface. Inside these apps you can play music from various apps,
play videos, get directions and even make phone calls using the wired microphone. My callers
report that calls are clear with limited background noise to drown out my voice. The stock
speakers were almost chaotically bad when connected to the stock stereo. Lows were too low,
highs were too high and the sound overall felt a bit like trying to listen to music through a

pillow. It makes me want to upgrade my speakers and see if I can turn my car into a rolling
symphony. The unit accepts the most common audio and video file types so you could listen to
your lossless music if you want to or kick back and watch a movie if you want. The radio tuner
sounds pretty good, with my local channels getting as good reception with the BEWCPA as it
did with the stock stereo. This is a system that depends heavily on being connected to a phone.
Pre-amp outputs also include front, rear and subwoofer at 2 volts, each. Boss added some
additional features to its system that give it even more of a factory feel. You can connect
steering wheel controls to operate the stereo from your wheel, even. This makes it particularly
good for large vehicles and off-roaders. It sits somewhere in the middle. But you get a lot for
that middle-of-the road pricing. And you know what? I think you should. Staff Writer at Jalopnik
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now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This radio, etc. But thus far I have not been able
to get all the supposed features to function properly. Among other thing the bass treble
adjustment does not seem to be available among the various settings. The User's Manual give
directions on how to do this. They don't work. Also the reception on local stations is weak
despite the Manual's directions on how to minimize this. On top of everything else, the chances
are pretty good that you are also going to have to invest in a dashboard installation kit, a wiring
harness attachment kit, and an antenna connection kit. Call me naive, but when the sales blurbs
says it fits a Ford, I don't expect to have to run down a bunch of other parts to make it so. I
rebuild old project SUVs as a hobby. I generally have to replace the factory radio with
something more modern to make the vehicles more desirable, so I do a year. I'm a stickler for
details and doing things right, so I solder and heatshrink all connections. Boss products have
done this to me 3 times now. Not again. I've had better luck with no-brand units from Walmart. I
mean it's made in China. I'm sorry but this costed 69 99 and just stopped working in about 30
days of having it. I dont like to have things that just stop working. I hit it a few times got it to
work but it just stopped again. Boss was a new company I heard of Decided what the heck, give
it a shot. Bad move. Stereo sound is horrible. Everything is in mono Terrible stereo One person
found this helpful. The only thing I can say negative about this radio is that it sometimes loses
programming as in I will get in my truck and at times the stations will not be programmed nor
will the settings that I have on the radio like the treble and bass be as I set them other than that
it works just fine very loud good clarity sound. Only reason i didnt put 5 stars is because I
couldnt figure out how to put the time on the stereo while I have it connected to my phone via
bluetooth. I really hoped it would show the time but it just doesnt even though you can set it up
to 12 hour format. Other than that it works really well and sounds good too. See all
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